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5 Things You Must Know Before Marrying a Russian
Woman
Posted on December 29, 2014 by Lipi B.
Marrying Russian a woman requires lots of commitments
and sacrifices. There are some simple traits that you will
need to display through your behavior and actions in
order to marry a Russian woman. You need personality
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traits like patience, self control and respect for
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relationships. You need to control yourself if you have
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short temper because women born in Russian don’t
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tolerate agression. The man has been dominant in many
Asian cultures till the end of 21st century, but the culture
across the world including Asia is changing. Now, every
woman demands respect and wants to be treated well.
Things that you must know before marrying a Russian:
Honesty & Sincerity
The majority of the Russian women prefer honest and sincere guys for life partners. They never let you play
with their emotions and will find out whether you are simply flirting with her or are being serious about the

Summary:
Russian women want to have this quality in
their husbands. In Russian culture, male is
dominant than women and have more
responsibilities to support their families.
They believe a man should stand by his
words and he should be accountable for his
doings. They will test the man during a
relation and continue the relationship
further only if a man shows sense of
responsibility.

relationship. If she finds out you are cheating or only flirting with her, she will walk away. If you are not serious
and honest in your relationships, then forget trying to marry a woman of this kind.

More Details

Show Responsibility
Russian women want to have this quality in their husbands. In the Russian culture, the men tend to bring home he money and women have more responsibilities
to support their families. They believe a man should stand by his words and he should be accountable for his actions. They will test the man during a relation
and continue the relationship further only if a man shows sense of responsibility.
Financially Stable
Russian women prefer guys who are financially stable. Therefore, they don’t want to be struggling after they get married. They prefer to marry a person, who is
financially stable and has good job. They want someone who can support them as well as their families because Russian women never leave their families.
Meet Parents & Family
When marrying a Russian woman, you have to expect lots of question in the form of an interview from her parents. Russian women take their parents’ opinion
into account, so winning their hearts is essential to get the green light for the marriage. They will judge your motives and intentions for marriage by various
means before they agree to let you marry their daughter.
Mingle with the Family
Her sisters, cousins and siblings etc have special place in the life of a Russian woman. So, you have to also keep them in contact to develop better relationship
with your partner.
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